Summer & Autumn 2016 Labor Studies Courses at the University of Washington

Full list now available at the Harry Bridges Center for Labor Studies website: http://depts.washington.edu/pcls/resources-courses.html

In Summer and Autumn 2016, over twenty five Labor Studies-related courses will be offered at the UW Seattle and Tacoma campuses. All of these courses count towards a Minor in Labor Studies. Look below for a preview, or visit the Bridges Center website for a full listing complete with course details: http://depts.washington.edu/pcls/resources-courses.html

See a course missing from our list? Let us know at hbcls@u.washington.edu

**Summer 2016 UW Labor Studies Courses**

**At the UW Seattle Campus:**

AES 322/GWSS 300 – Gender, Race, and Class in Social Stratification

AAS 101 – Introduction to Asian American Studies

AAS 206 - Contemporary Issues of Asian and Pacific Islander Americans

ANTH 339/GWSS 339/JSIS A 339 – Social Movements in Contemporary India

GWSS 333/JSIS B 333 – Gender and Globalization: Theory and Process

GEOG 123/JSIS 123 - Introduction to Globalization

GEOG 230 - Geographies of Global Inequality

HISTCMP 249/POL S 249/SOC 266 – Introduction to Labor Studies

POL S 360 / LSJ 360 - Introduction to United States Constitutional Law

SOC 364 – Women in the Social Structure

**At the UW Tacoma Campus:**

T SOC 335 – Social Class and Inequality

**Autumn 2016 UW Labor Studies Courses**

**At the UW Seattle Campus:**

AES 461 – Comparative Ethnic Race Relations in the Americas

Carolyn Pinedo-Turnovsky, American Ethnic Studies

CHSTU 254—Northwest Latinos: History, Community, Culture

Erasmo Gamboa, Chicano Studies
CHID 480—Special Topics: Protesting Anti-Black Racial State Violence  
Alysse Jaclyn Hotz, Comparative History of Ideas  

HSTEU 440 /JSIS B 440 - History of Communism  
Glennys Young, History  

ENV H 453—Industrial Hygiene  
Noah Seixas, Environmental Health  

HSTLAC 185—Race, Gender, and Class in Latin America and the Caribbean  
Ileana Rodriguez Silva, History of Latin America and the Caribbean

ENV H 564/IND E 564—Recognition of Health and Safety Problems in Industry  
Noah Seixas, Environmental Health & Industrial Engineering  

JSIS A 448/ANTH 448—Modern Korean Society  
Clark Sorensen, International Studies & Anthropology  

GEOG 123/JSIS 123—Introduction to Globalization  
TBA, Geography & International Studies  

JSIS B 324—Immigration  
Kathie Friedman, International Studies  

GEOG 230—Geographies of Global Inequality  
TBA, Geography  

LSJ 360/POL S 360—Introduction to United States Constitutional Law  
TBA, Law, Societies, and Justice & Political Science  

HSTCMP 485—Comparative Colonialism  
Vicente Rafael, Comparative and Transregional History  

LSJ 491—Topics in Rights: Human Rights in Constitutional Law  
Jason Mayerfeld, Law, Societies, and Justice  

HISTAA 353—Class, Labor and American Capitalism  
James Gregory, History  

At the UW Tacoma Campus:  

T EGL 101—Introduction to Ethnic, Gender, and Labor Studies  
Luther Adams, Ethnic, Gender, and Labor Studies  

T HIST 441 – Black Freedom Movement in Perspective  
Michael Honey, History  

T HIST 416—Life and Thought: Martin Luther King, Malcolm X, and Angela Davis  
Michael Honey, History  

T POL S 456—Community and Labor Organizing: A Multicultural Perspective  
Charles Williams, Political Science  

T POL S 480—Politics: Philosophy and Public Affairs Seminar  
Turan Kayaoglu, Political Science